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Contact Details 

ADDRESS 
433 Springvale Road 

Springvale VIC 3171 

PRINCIPAL Sally-Marie Buick 

PARISH PRIEST Father Brian Collins 

SCHOOL BOARD CHAIR Mark Schofield 

TELEPHONE 03 9547 5000 

EMAIL principal@killester.vic.edu.au 

WEBSITE www.killester.vic.edu.au 

E NUMBER E1191 

 

Minimum Standards Attestation 

I, Sally-Marie Buick, attest that Killester College is compliant with: 

• All of the requirements for the minimum standards and other requirements for the 

registration of schools as specified in the Education and Training Reform Act 2006 (Vic) 

and the Education and Training Reform Regulations 2017 (Vic), except where the school 

has been granted an exemption from any of these requirements by the VRQA 

• Australian Government accountability requirements related to the 2020 school year under 

the Australian Education Act 2013 (Cth) and the Australian Education Regulations 2013 

(Cth) 

• The Child Safe Standards prescribed in Ministerial Order No.870 - Child Safe Standards, 

Managing Risk of Child Abuse in School. 

Sally Buick 

 

NOTE: The School’s financial performance information has been provided to the Australian Charities and Not-for-

profits Commission (ACNC) and will be available for the community to access from their website at www.acnc.gov.au 
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Our College Vision 

Based on the teachings of the Gospels, our vision is to create a learning community where 

everyone is welcomed, valued and can experience success. We want our students to engage in 

the challenge and excitement of learning. When students leave Killester College we hope they 

will embrace the core values of Kildare Ministries: wonder, courage, hospitality, hope, compassion 

and justice. 
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College Overview 

Killester College was established in 1955 by the Brigidine Sisters who recognised the need for a 

Catholic Girls School in the area. Originally staffed by the order, the Sisters set about ensuring 

the vision of Daniel Delany and the mission of the patron saint, St Brigid, was firmly embedded in 

the College operations. In 2014 the Sisters passed governance of the College to Kildare 

Education Ministries and whose continued focus is ensuring the values of compassion, justice, 

hope, wonder, hospitality and courage are at the heart of all we do. We believe we are called to 

'learn with wonder, lead with courage and live with compassion'.  

Over the decades the College has grown to its current enrolment of approx 980 students from 

Years 7-12 and a staff of 124.  The curriculum has evolved to ensure that our students are offered 

every opportunity to equip them with the foundation to help them excel in their chosen field beyond 

the College. We are dedicated to ensuring that our students question 'why' and ' how' so they can 

be the voice for compassion, peace and change in our ever-challenging landscape. We are 

incredibly proud of our rich multicultural and multi-faith learning environment which provides 

opportunity for success and an inclusive education for all our students. 

Our Annual Action Plan for 2020 saw our focus sharpen in the following areas: 

• Greater student agency in learning and wellbeing 

• A targeted change in the ARM process for staff to inform more directed professional learning 

• An increase in opportunity for staff to complete their accreditation to teach in a Catholic 

School 

• The creation of a new wellbeing team 

• Greater community connection with partner Parish Primary Schools 

The advent of Covid19 thwarted the ways in which we had determined we go about achieving 

these goals; however we remained committed to these aims and were able to deliver them in 

interesting, creative and agile ways.  
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Principal’s Report 

The landscape of 2020 changed dramatically from the start of the year to the end as we saw the 

unprecedented impact of the global pandemic. As the year progressed and the shifting sands of 

2020 continued to move, we remained firmly focussed on our core values and at all times ensured 

our decision-making was informed by our mission.  

 

The College theme for 2020 was Justice: Be Strong, Be Kind, Be Just.  This theme was perfect 

in the year of the pandemic as it very clearly highlighted for our entire community the way we 

would operate. The Leadership Team were proud to have the support of the students, teaching 

staff and parents in our decision-making process as we focused on the best ways to meet the 

needs of our families. In many instances 2020 provided us with the platform to think outside the 

square and trial new and innovative ways of learning and teaching. One particular innovation, 

Passion Projects, was met with such enthusiasm and success that the decision has been made 

to look at how this can be incorporated into the learning of students for 2021 and beyond.  

 

Many of the College events moved to online platforms or were reinvented so that students still 

remained focused on what they had rather than what they were missing.  Interestingly some 

events, such as parent teacher learning conversations, were more widely attended and will now 

remain online. 

 

Being online meant our focus on Child Safety shifted to the online space and again decisions 

were made and policies created that demonstrated agility and inventiveness.The College 

underwent a successful Child Safe Review during the year conducted by the VRQA and were 

proud of the results which showed an outstanding commitment to contemporary Child Safe 

practices and policies.  
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Church Authority Report 

Colleges may include a report or message from the relevant Church authority that provides a 

summary of the key decisions, events and achievements of the college 

Killester College is administered by the Kildare Education Ministries who have responsibility for 

seven Catholic secondary colleges. As the authority in civil and canon law for Killester College, 

the Kildare Education Ministries are active in the sponsorship and governance of the 

school.  They hold reserve powers that include appointment of Principals, a need for schools to 

seek approval for capital borrowings and a requirement for approval for significant change in 

educational direction.  Such responsibilities are exercised through the promotion of a series of 

core values which state: 

  

Kildare Ministries Values: 

WONDER 

Celebrating all that is good with joy and gratitude 

COURAGE 

Speaking and acting with integrity 

HOSPITALITY 

Welcoming all 

HOPE 

Bringing a sense of purpose 

COMPASSION 

Walking with and having empathy for all 

JUSTICE 

Making the needs of the vulnerable paramount 

  

This statement of core values informs policies and guidelines that are developed across each of 

the seven Kildare Education Ministries secondary colleges.  In addition, the Kildare Education 

Ministries promote a strong sense of networking between their schools through such means as 

the provision of professional development opportunities for staff, through regular meetings of their 

Principals and through active involvement in local Stewardship Councils. 

  

Kildare Education Ministries' schools are student focused.  We are proud of the quality of teaching 

and learning programs in each school, the focus that exists on student and staff wellbeing, and 

the careful stewarding of physical and financial resources that have been built up over many 

years.  
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College Board Report 

The Killester College Stewardship Council is made up of a number of different individuals with a 

wide variety of talents and experiences whose main focus is to assist our principal in the running 

of our school. As a new member of the Council it has become clear to me that each and every 

member has the best interests of the school at heart and more importantly the best interests of 

our wonderful students. The Council's role is not to make decisions as such, but to provide 

guidance and council to Sally. Prior to each meeting the council members are provided with a 

number of detailed reports from the principal, the finance committee and others. What members 

of the Killester family can be assured of is that the College is in a wonderful position, has a bright 

and exciting future and is being excellently led by our principal and her leadership team.   

 

Despite the challenges of Covid we have managed to have held a number of meetings already 

this year when everything from child safety to finances and everything in between has been 

scrutinised, analysed and discussed. Also, at these meetings we have had the pleasure of 

receiving a number of interesting and engaging presentations from our leadership team. The 

passion for the school and our students is palpable and heart-warming and instils in the Council 

great confidence that our college is in a fantastic place.  

 

Mary McDonnell resigned from the Committee at the end of 2020 after holding the position of 

Chair for many years.  We thank her for the time and dedication that she showed the College over 

the years of her involvement 

 

It is with great sadness that I have to report that Gabrielle England, who was our KEM 

representative on the council passed away in February of this year. Gabrielle was a great 

advocate for our college and is sadly missed by many at Killester. To fill the void left by Gabrielle's 

passing Sr. Louise Cleary csb from Kildare Ministries has generously entered the fold and has 

been attending our meetings. Louise provides guidance to the Council using her keen intellect 

and her extensive experience with Kildare schools. Louise is an amazing asset and a godsend.  

  

The Council looks forward to continuing to support Sally in what can only be described as an 

extremely exciting time for our College. 

 

Mark Schofield 

Chair Person 
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Education in Faith 

Goals & Intended Outcomes 

Liturgy continues to have a key focus across the year with whole school liturgies for our school 

opening, Ash Wednesday, Easter, Poor Persons Mass and Brigidine Day.  

 

Staff RE development via accreditation opportunities. 

 

Staff prayer opportunities. 

 

Community links for social Justice through friends for Refugees. 

Achievements 

For staff, Chapel Tuesday mornings has proven to be a great success since it was introduced in 

2019. These sessions have allowed staff to do reflections on a variety of topics with deep insights 

into people's faith journey and prayer inspirations. I am constantly blown away by what staff 

produce. 

 

During lock down, online learning in Religious Education required staff to be creative and flexible. 

Prayer continued each morning for homerooms and teachers adapted incredibly well to online 

learning and its demands. 

 

Curriculum Initiative : Brigitte Garofalo introduced the option of school based RE at year twelve 

and once accepted as a proposal we awaited to see if there would be a take-up by the students. 

It proved to be a very popular choice and there are four classes in 2021 with one Ethics class and 

Texts and Traditions Units three and four. 

 

I was also able to have seven units ratified by CEM for accreditation to teach in a Catholic School. 

The first unit was done in term four of 2020 and there will be a further two each term from term 

two of 2021. 

 

One of the highlights in a strange year was the success of the Graduation Liturgy. With no parents 

allowed onsite and large gatherings not allowed we had each class rotate through six stations 

around the school. Each station was a different aspect of liturgy, and we finished with the 

reception of Graduation certificates, spaced in a Covid safe manner in front of the Tullow Centre. 

It was a wonderful evening and students wore gowns and mortarboards with great pride. After a 

year so interrupted by Covid with so many events lost, this graduation was a great filip to their 

year. 
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Project Compassion was launched but struggled without school presence, and we did not have 

the Easter liturgy for the first time in years. A  shortened prayer session substituted  whilst on 

lockdown. 

We were able to do the year 12 Retreat just before lock down, and it was again a great success 

received by students with great enthusiasm. This was right on the cusp of lock down, and we had 

only minor changes to the retreat not knowing what was to come over the next few weeks and 

months. 

The Poor Persons Mass  went ahead when students returned though we could not gather as a 

whole school. It was pre- recorded and played the next day streamed throughout the school and 

the donations to St Vincent De Paul Society were generous and wereceived.  

The same occurred for the Brigidine Day liturgy. We streamed it live from the chapel with 

Celebrations students leading the ritual.  It was not the same as being together but a great way 

to start our day and many thanks have to go to the I.T. Department for organising all the technical 

details. We collected a wonderful amount throughout the school for the Brigidine Asylum Seeker 

Project and Closing liturgy, again live streamed for the whole school via year levels. Good as they 

were it was wonderful to have the Opening School Mass in Kennedy Hall together again 

 

 

 

VALUE ADDED 

One of the highlights in a strange year was the success of the Graduation Liturgy. With no 

parents allowed onsite and large gatherings not allowed we had each class rotate  through six 

stations around the school. Each station was a different aspect of liturgy and we finished with 

the reception of Graduation certificates,  spaced in a Covid safe manner in front of the Tullow 

Centre. It was a wonderful evening and students wore gowns and mortarboards with great 

pride. After a year so interrupted by Covid with so many events lost, this graduation was a great 

filip to their year. 

The Poor Persons Mass went ahead when students returned though we could not gather as a 

whole school. It was pre- recorded and played the next day streamed throughout the school 

and the donations to St Vincent De Paul Society were generous and well-received.  

The same occurred for the Brigidine Day liturgy. We streamed it live from the chapel with 

Celebrations students leading the ritual.  It was not the same as being together but a great way 

to start our day and many thanks have to go to the I.T. Department for organising all the 

technical details. We collected a wonderful amount throughout the school for the Brigidine 

Asylum Seeker Project and Closing liturgy, again livestreamed for the  whole school via year 

levels. Good as they were, it was wonderful to have the Opening School Mass in Kennedy Hall 

together again. 

 

Peter O'Neill 

AP Faith and Leadership 
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Learning & Teaching 

Goals & Intended Outcomes 

Our 2020 goals were: 

• To further develop links between Learning and Wellbeing 

• To renew and revitalise our vision for learning and teaching so that it enabled greater student 

engagement and voice 

• To renew our annual review and mentoring process for staff 

 

With the onset of COVID 19 our goals adjusted to become: 

• To ensure all students, staff member and families continue to have access to learning 

• To adapt and be flexible in a just manner that responds to change and respects all members 

of our community 

Achievements 

2020 presented enormous challenges and opportunities. We learned a great deal about our 

community and ourselves as leaders. We were able to work towards achieving some goals in a 

much deeper and surprising way than we anticipated. Other goals were forestalled due to the 

circumstances we found ourselves in. 

 

To ensure continuity of learning while maintaining the wellbeing for students, staff and their 

families we adapted our learning and teaching model significantly. Years 7 - 10 focussed on 

English, Mathematics and Health and Physical Education and offered students much more choice 

about what they studied through project-based learning and a reduced subject load. From this 

came a range of learnings about ourselves and our students. 

 

Students liked and demonstrated a greater independence and autonomy over their learning. They 

liked to be able to control the pace and have flexibility and were highly self-reflective. They also 

really enjoyed exploring their passions through project-based learning. 

 

Staff were very adaptable, flexible and capable of enormous change. They developed their level 

of care for students, worked extremely hard to pivot the delivery of knowledge and skills online. 

We were also quick to transform our use of technology to enhance learning like never before. 

 

The greatest challenge for us was to ensure no student disconnected from learning to the extent 

that they could not reconnect as we returned to face to face learning. To support this Student 

Development Leaders, Leaders of Learning, the Learning Diversity Leader and the Student 

Wellbeing Team met weekly to monitor individual students highlighted by teachers as struggling 

in remote learning settings. This has helped inform our vision to improve the intersection between 

wellbeing and learning for 2021 and beyond. 
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The highlight of remote learning was our discovery that project-based learning enhanced student 

engagement, agency and autonomy. Not only was the quality of their project outcomes mind-

blowing, their enthusiasm for working this way was revealing. This type of learning allows greater 

self-regulation, a chance for students to explore their passions, and addresses skills such as 

creativity, curiosity, adaptability and social and cultural awareness. It also showed us how 

innovative and resilient our young people could be. As a result, we plan to develop more project-

based learning in our curriculum in future. 

     

Throughout 2020 we facilitated a process called Killester Dreaming. All staff, students and parents 

contributed ideas and participated in discussions re-imagining learning, wellbeing, community 

links and infrastructure and resources. A group of staff, called The Dream Team, examined and 

refined the data, along with the Leadership Team who focussed mainly on student and parent 

feedback. The feedback data from all members of our community was richly informative, and has 

provided a fertile base for 2021.  

 

 

 

STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES  

In 2020 student academic growth was measured via PAT (PATM, PATR, AGAT) and 

assessment data as reported via SEQTA.  

PAT cohort data was collected for all year levels from 7-10 in November 2019 and again in 

November 2020. PAT data for the 12-month period preceding 1/12/2020 showed that students 

in years 7 to 10 had achieved growth in all areas, with the exception of PATR at Year 7 (-0.7) 

The most significant gains were seen in increases in Reading(PATR) at Year 9(+7.6) and 

Reading (PATR) at Year 8 (+5.0).  

PATM indicated that growth was achieved in all year levels from 7-10. 

PAT data was considered in conjunction with assessment data as reported on SEQTA, which 

encompassed tasks occurring during both onsite teaching and modified tasks completed during 

the COVID 19 lockdown period of remote learning in 2020.  

 

Steve McPhail 

AP Learning and Teaching 
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MEDIAN NAPLAN RESULTS FOR YEAR 9 * 

Year 9 Grammar & Punctuation  

Year 9 Numeracy  

Year 9 Reading  

Year 9 Spelling  

Year 9 Writing  

 

* There are no NAPLAN results to report in 2020 as the Australian Government decided that due 

to the COVID-19 pandemic NAPLAN Assessments would not take place. 
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PROPORTION OF STUDENTS MEETING THE MINIMUM STANDARDS 

NAPLAN TESTS 2018 

 

 % 

2019 

 

 % 

2018 – 2019 

Changes 

 % 

2020 

 

 % 

2019 – 2020 

Changes 

 % 

    * * 

YR 07 Grammar & 
Punctuation 

99.4 98.7 -0.7   

YR 07 Numeracy 100.0 96.9 -3.1   

YR 07 Reading 98.8 100.0 1.2   

YR 07 Spelling 99.4 100.0 0.6   

YR 07 Writing 98.1 100.0 1.9   

YR 09 Grammar & 
Punctuation 

99.3 98.8 -0.5   

YR 09 Numeracy 97.2 100.0 2.8   

YR 09 Reading 99.3 99.4 0.1   

YR 09 Spelling 99.3 98.8 -0.5   

YR 09 Writing 96.6 98.2 1.6   

 

* There are no NAPLAN results to report in 2020 as the Australian Government decided that due 

to the COVID-19 pandemic NAPLAN Assessments would not take place. 

** Data cannot be reported for this year as the number of students that sat the test was below 5 

and the data has been suppressed for privacy reasons in accordance with the ACARA NAPLAN 

data reporting provisions. 

*** No students sat the NAPLAN tests in this year level and in one or both of the relevant years. 
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Student Wellbeing 

Goals & Intended Outcomes 

Student Wellbeing at Killester College involves a Whole School Approach. Through our programs, 

we aim to focus on the development of our student's social and emotional skills. Our whole school 

approach encompassing student wellbeing, teaching and learning strives to develop our student's 

skills of self-awareness, self-management, responsible decision-making, relationship skills and 

social awareness.  

Our staff play a critical role in the development of our students, and we thank them for their tireless 

efforts. This was a challenge during remote learning which took place in 2020. We were able to 

pivot our care for our students and engage with them in new ways. Although this proved to be 

challenging to monitor wellbeing online, our teachers connected with students daily and found 

new ways to check in with our students. 

 

 

Achievements 

During 2020 the Wellbeing team established a 'Virtual Brigid's Well'. This is an online resource 

for our students to access, based on the resources they find in our onsite Brigid's Well. It provides 

information about their mental health and wellbeing and ways in which to seek help. 

 

We ran some very successful online Parent Information Evenings. The engagement from our 

parents and students was fabulous and the success of these nights is something that we have 

taken on board for the future.  

During COVID lock down periods we sent online surveys to students and staff      

 

We were thrilled to be able to have our Brigidine Day celebration after the challenges of 2020. It 

was such a positive day and a great opportunity to celebrate as a community. The graduating 

class of 2020 were welcomed back for the celebrations. 

 

VALUE ADDED 

Students were provided with a range of online wellbeing activities to engage in including 

mindfulness and meditation sessions, puzzles, quizzes, music playlists and physical exercise 

workouts. 
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STUDENT SATISFACTION 

Students were invited to complete weekly online check in surveys to monitor their wellbeing 

and immediate support was  where necessary. The Killester students from Year 7 -10 

participated in Passion Projects during lock down periods. These proved to be very beneficial 

for the students with learning choice along with self-paced learning opportunities.  

 

STUDENT ATTENDANCE 

During lock down periods, Killester students were required to attend Home Room each morning 

online as they normally would have done if attending school. Attendance Rolls were also taken 

for all scheduled online classes. 

 

Student attendance at Killester College is recorded for every AM Home Room and for all 

scheduled classes from Period 1 - 6. Attendance records are closely monitored by all teachers 

and in particular by Home Room Teachers and Student Development Leaders. Should a 

student have an unexplained absence from school, an SMS message is sent to the parents on 

the morning of the absence to inform them. For students who are absent for any extended 

period of time, parental contact is made by the Home Room Teacher or Student Development 

Leader to check on the physical or mental health of the absent student. Support is then put in 

place to assist the student to return to school as soon as possible.  

 

Peter Harte/ Emma Neville 

AP Students Jnr/Snr 

 

YEARS 9 – 12 STUDENT RETENTION RATE 

Years 9 to 12 Student Retention Rate 92.0% 
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AVERAGE STUDENT ATTENDANCE RATE BY YEAR LEVEL  

Y07 96.0% 

Y08 95.2% 

Y09 94.3% 

Y10 95.5% 

Overall average attendance 95.3% 

 

SENIOR SECONDARY OUTCOMES 

VCE Median Score 31.0 

VCE Completion Rate 100.0% 

VCAL Completion Rate 86.0% 

 

POST-SCHOOL DESTINATIONS AS AT 2020 

Tertiary Study 78.0% 

TAFE / VET 1.0% 

Apprenticeship / Traineeship 2.0% 

Deferred 12.0% 

Employment 2.0% 

Other – The category of Other includes both students 
Looking for Work and those classed as Other 

0.0% 
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Child Safe Standards 

Goals & Intended Outcomes 

With students learning from home we were paying particular attention to the home environment 

for our students and ensuring that they felt safe and supported. The Student Development 

Leaders and Homeroom teachers were able to have regular contact with students and in 

conjunction with our weekly Google Form check-ins we were able to gage how the students were 

feeling at home. We also used AM Homeroom as an opportunity to discuss safety online. 

Achievements 

When necessary, students were supported where there was any concern around their safety at 

home during lockdown periods. Students accessed our Virtual Brigid's Well for online wellbeing 

support and parents were given guidance for their daughters working from home via Schools TV 

and online College Newsletters. 
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Leadership & Management 

Goals & Intended Outcomes 

Restructuring of the College Leadership team began in earnest in 2020 with all Senior Leadership 

role descriptions being rewritten and subsequently opened to all staff to apply. Ms Luana Doko 

had served on the leadership team at the College for a number of years and chose to return to 

classroom teaching which she always referred to as her first love. Luana has made many 

significant impacts on the wellbeing of the students of Killester over many years and has at times 

been in the role of Acting Principal. The College has always known that Luana had the community 

at the heart of her work and we thank her enormously for her contributions to leadership over 

many years. The role Luana had undertaken was subsequently changed and two new positions 

were created in order to enable the necessary time and strategy to be implemented to cater for 

the ever increasing demands of wellbeing in the College. Mr Peter Harte and Ms Emma Neville 

were appointed to AP:Students 10 - 12 and AP: Students: 7 - 9, retrospectively.  

 

A new School Improvement process was implemented at the College in 2020 with the intention 

being that the collection of data and a three day onsite review be held in Term 2 of 2020. Term 1 

was spent in anticipation of the review and staff met weekly in the sphere focus groups to review 

all elements of College life and complete a self- assessment using a School Improvement Rubric. 

This work was undertaken with great enthusiasm and every staff member at the College was 

involved. The first day of the review was planned and eagerly anticipated then had to be canceled 

at the last minute as the state went into lockdown. The capacity for the external reviewers to 

attend the College was forgone and such a necessary part of the process being unavailable meant 

the review could not be completed in 2020. Whilst preparation for the review were held over to 

2021 we were still able to continue with our "Killester Dreaming" and invite all staff, students and 

parents to contribute to the conversation about what we want our best school to look like. The 

collation of this information will inform the review being held in 2021 and will help guide our very 

important strategic planning for the next 5 years.  

 

The Leadership Group early 2020 when it became evident that the lockdown period was to be 

extended moved from the traditional timetable model and to a tutorial based learning structure 

recognising the need meet constraints on staff and students whilst working from home.  The 

advantage of this was that the planned introduction of Enquiry Based Learning that was to be 

rolled out for year 9 students could be widened to include years 7-10.  The feedback from staff 

and students was unanimous support of the programme and the planning to further develop the 

programme moving forward into 2021. 

Achievements 

Despite the Covid Pandemic the College was able to continue to do the following: 

• Deliver an exceptional education to the students of Killester 

• Participate in liturgical celebrations that were hallmarks of our Catholic Faith 

• Celebrate our Founders Day 

• Build the new Performing Arts Tullow Centre 
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• Create and run unique graduation ceremonies for the graduating class of 2020 

• Held online Staff Professional Development and future planning workshops 

• Successfully introduced Project based Learning at years 7 - 9 

• Maintain constant wellbeing checks on staff and students 

• Provide a short term residence for a family in need 

 

EXPENDITURE AND TEACHER PARTICIPATION IN PROFESSIONAL LEARNING 

Description of Professional Learning undertaken in 2020 

Term 1 2020 professional learning events attended by our teachers were primarily those 

associated with  enhancing existing curriculum, analysing and responding to VCE data and 

developments and  promoting student wellbeing. 

 

With the COVID lockdown in Term 2  professional learning events quickly switched to online 

conferences and many focussed on how to best maximise student learning in remote learning 

situations. Our teachers embraced both the new format and content with the same agility that 

they showed in their pivot to online teaching. The introduction to the access and sharing of 

recordings of these events by the providers meant that many more staff were able to access 

these at a time and setting that best suited their needs. 

 

Annual conferences such as Edutech offered their keynote speaker sessions and breakout 

groups free; a number of staff took up these opportunities. Curriculum based annual 

conferences also switched to the online format which allowed teachers who previously may not 

have attended due to concerns about missing classes the opportunity to attend the sessions of 

particular interest to them. 

 

We recorded a total of 260 professional learning events attended by 51 different teachers. 

Anecdotally many teachers more accessed the recordings of professional learnings on 

recommendations from their peers.  

 

The average expenditure was $580 per event  with them ranging from $4000 for a multi day 

conference to $0 for many of the online sessions. 

 

Many teachers reported finding the online format of professional learning something they would 

like to see continue as it afforded them different access and opportunities in a more timely 

manner 

 

Faye Jamieson 

AP Staff 
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Number of teachers who participated in PL in 2020 51 

Average expenditure per teacher for PL $580 

 

TEACHER SATISFACTION 

Many teachers reported finding the online format of professional learning something they would 

like to see continue as it afforded them different access and opportunities in a more timely 

manner. 

Inhouse informal peer professional development became commonplace during remote learning 

with teachers readily sharing their skills and discoveries of ways to optimise the learning 

opportunities for our girls. From those in the maths department sharing their strategies for using 

science room retort stands and mobile phones to record instruction videos, through to staff from 

different departments sharing their knowledge on how to use Google classrooms effectively. 

Staff reported to finding these interactions liberating and empowering as they were challenged 

to rethink and reimagine their students learning experiences.  Again many staff have expressed 

that these new practices will form part of their teaching practices going forward. 

 

TEACHING STAFF ATTENDANCE RATE 

Teaching Staff Attendance Rate 90.5% 

 

ALL STAFF RETENTION RATE 

Staff Retention Rate 87.9% 

 

TEACHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Doctorate 1.3% 

Masters 23.8% 

Graduate 42.5% 

Graduate Certificate 11.3% 

Bachelor Degree 91.3% 

Advanced Diploma 15.0% 

No Qualifications Listed 5.0% 
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STAFF COMPOSITION 

Principal Class (Headcount) 1.0 

Teaching Staff (Headcount) 99.0 

Teaching Staff (FTE) 88.2 

Non-Teaching Staff (Headcount) 40.0 

Non-Teaching Staff (FTE) 32.7 

Indigenous Teaching Staff (Headcount) 0.0 
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College Community 

Goals & Intended Outcomes 

The goal had been to involve our Alumni and wider community more effectively into the school 

environment. 

We hoped to have greater interaction across the school, by inviting alumni in as guest speakers 

and to consider the introduction of alumni mentors for middle school girls. We would be actively 

seeking for parents to be engaged with their daughter's learning and school life, with the 

development of SEQTA and Community Conversations. 

Achievements 

The Report to the Community  this year, regarding College Community, describes completely 

different interactions that we could never have forecast in the early days of 2020.  

 

This has been a year where, perhaps more than ever before, we have had to work and roll as a 

united community. As we approached change, at times daily, day after day, we: staff, students, 

parents, extended families and the wider community, have had to accept, adapt and action. 

 

We missed our corner-stone events, our traditions - the Swimming Sports, the Athletics, Personal 

Development days, Music concerts, HPV competition and camps and the list continues, but we 

found new ways to do our Liturgies, guest speakers, incursions, assemblies - mostly 

online.  There were new ways to laugh and enjoy life, dancing at lunchtime, trivia competitions, 

Passion Projects, dress-up days, donuts - new ways to engage. 

 

Our achievements were many and varied to other years. 2020 was not about having parents, our 

students, our staff, our wider community physically at school but, rather, about finding alternative 

ways to engage. We rolled out parent Engage on SEQTA so ongoing reporting could become a 

reality and parents could see their daughter(s) ongoing progress. We moved all curriculum online 

so students and parents could plan work remotely. A new timetable was created - nine times - to 

accommodate the new online tutorials and adjusted classes. The vulnerable girls had one on one 

support. Staff volunteered for rosters to support families or students onsite. We started our own 

'day care centre' for the children of staff. Online tutorials and Google Meets became the norm. 

Our staff were separated into 'care teams' that were overseen by members of the Leadership, 

with regular meetings and 'check-ins' to ensure all were okay.  iNewsletter and EdSmart became 

platforms for things we never imagined when we first started using them, as they became the 

conduit for almost daily information across the community. PTO (Parent Teacher Online), our 

normal booking program for Parent Teacher Student Learning Conversations, provided us with a 

new pathway to online meetings rather than school based ones, and for interviewing Grade 4 girls 

and their parents. 

Care Packs were twice sent to students and very warmly received. Surveys of parents, students 

and staff kept the Leadership informed and assisted with decision making regarding welfare, 

curriculum and engagement. 

There is so much can be said about 2020 when it comes to Organisation and Community 

Development but, as we look back, I believe the single thing we will remember most is our belief: 
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Our belief that what we were doing was always for the benefit of our girls and for our community 

Our belief in ourselves and each other 

Our belief that things would improve 

Our belief that we could overcome whatever obstacle we faced if we had the belief that God's 

hand was guiding us. 

The Kildare Ministries Vision speaks of a community where all people are valued, where all 

creation is recognised as sacred and where hope, justice and courage are our hallmarks. I believe 

that has been witnessed in its truest and finest sense in this, the year of COVID-19. 

 

 

 

VALUE ADDED 

Rather than our normal sporting competitions, we found alternative ways to compete: ping pong 

online, exercise events, counting steps, music and video competitions. There were drama, 

maths, science and writing competitions, music soirées. There were four major events that I 

believe we will all remember for years to come:  

Our first online Liturgy with all girls in classrooms, watching and participating. It was a very 

moving conclusion to our students' year.  

The 2020 Brigidine Day, on the second last day of the 2020 school year. It was our first school 

gathering and a celebration like no other on a sun-filled, fun-filled day.  

The Year 12 2020 Graduation, the first event to be held in the Tullow area, brought great 

excitement, academic gowns and mortarboards (for the first time), tears, gratitude from families, 

wonderful photos and true celebration.  

Finally, the end of year staff liturgy and lunch in the shadow of Tullow. Many commented that 

it was the best end to a year they had ever had, with past staff and children invited to join us to 

celebrate the conclusion of a year like no other. 

 

Loreto Cannon 

AP: Engagement, Operations and Transition 

 

 

 

PARENT SATISFACTION 

Parent Satisfaction  

Through the course of 2020 we surveyed the students and staff many times to ensure that 

everyone was travelling okay during the remote learning periods of time and when returning to 
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onsite learning and work. As a matter of course for 2020, we also surveyed our parents, 

perhaps more than we ever have in the past. Our continuation of these surveys in 2021 have 

seen support for the statistical evidence from 2020. 

Our parents report that:  

My daughter likes being at Killester, she feels safe. The school has a strong sense of 

community, with outreach to the wider community also. It celebrates student achievements. I 

would recommend Killester to others. Student behaviour is well managed and bullying is quickly 

identified and dealt with. My daughter can approach staff if she has a problem, and she is 

learning how to resolve conflict. Her confidence has improved, and she has a sense of 

belonging. There are many extracurricular activities for her to engage with. My daughter is 

motivated by her teachers, who are aware of her learning style. There is good teaching. Parents 

are listened to and staff are approachable. School reporting is clear, and we can now have 

regular updates via SEQTA and see homework requirements. The school's resources meet the 

needs of my daughter. 

85.3% of parents see EdSmart as an effective communication tool between families and the 

College. 

 

The introduction of EdSmart alerts with SEQTA Engage has been hugely welcomed. 

 

SEQTA Engage itself has been accessed by increasing numbers of parents, especially since 

that was our central access point for curriculum during remote learning. This engagement of 

parents has transferred into 2021. 

 

Parents are requesting more informal gatherings, the ability to attend more assemblies and 

liturgies (affected by COVID restrictions) and morning teas (which we have been able to 

undertake in Term 1 and 2 this year). 

 

The re-commencement of School Tours have been hugely welcomed, having upwards of forty 

people at each 

 


